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Turning in the Age of Corona 
 

Episode #38  July 20, 2021 
 

Back in the Saddle Again, In-Person Meeting 
Some thoughts re COVID and  

 A closer look at Aromas in Wood 
 

Santa Cruz Woodturners 
 
 
Morning fog gave way to brilliant sunshine while gentle breezes tousled the floppy hats 
of twenty Santa Cruz Woodturners and guests as we gathered in person for the first 
time this year.   
 
Sue Broadston’s orchard and bank of redwood trees served as a fitting backdrop for 
us finally to pick up the wooden objects we had been seeing only as screen images for 
much too long. 
 
Congratulations to Tim Johnson, whose segmented “practical” kitchen utensil holder 
claimed the President’s Challenge for a segmented turning.  As usual, this contest 
posed a difficult challenge to our Vice President and overseer of Lathely Jurisprudence, 
Morgan Taylor, who upheld the solemn but not necessarily somber duty of Judge. 
 

 
Tim’s segmented bowl...the July Awardee!  About 6” diameter 

 

The President’s Challenge for August 21 will be “Fruit,” taking the inspiration 
from meeting in Sue’s orchard.  You decide what “fruit” means for you!  
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Show and Tell Again!  The real stars of the day were four folding tables displaying 
turnings of a remarkable range of shapes, natural beauty, and human touches...under 
our new 10x20 sunshade tent.  Some of our members have been turning for 40 years, 
some for 40 weeks, but the inspiration flowed in both directions.  The Show and Tell 
also served as a veritable wood museum for the sheer variety of species on the tables!  
 
We saw Chuc Nowark’s 18” diameter incised Monterey Cypress platter and Maarten 
Meerman’s hollow forms, two of which fit into a tiny pill bottle, and flying madrone.   
 

 
 
 
Chuck also showed his thin-as-a-leaf Hawaiian Koa platter, and Dennis Stewart 
passed around his Swedish dough bowl made from Koa’s Australian cousin, Black 
Acacia, also known as Australian Blackwood.  Dennis made this entirely with hand tools 
and finished it to a silky luster that begged for a second touch. (OK, the tree for this 
blank came not from Down Under, but just Down Hill from Scotts Valley). 
 
Charles Leigh-Wood unveiled his box elder bowl with still-brilliant rose pink highlights.  
Mattie Guthrie mentioned that avoiding sun exposure will help sustain the colors.  The 
lumber came courtesy of Dan Aldridge, who rescued it from a tree-felling he stumbled 
upon driving on Freedom Boulevard and shared it with our members.  (What a Dude!)    
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Speaking of boxes, Morgan Taylor has been making threaded boxes up in the hills 
above Ben Lomond, and those are now getting smaller and more intricate.  Lignum 
vitae and Honduran rosewood hold threads that turn as smoothly as steel.  John Wells, 
who seems to feel comfortable in blue jeans but who also knows his threads like few 
others, showed us his thumb sized, left-hand threaded box with a tagua nut inlay. 
 
Speaking of boxes in a different form, albeit made of wood fiber, thanks you, Larry 
Thibault, for enabling our guilty pleasures by bringing one of those pink boxes full of 
assorted donuts...and a generous jug of coffee to rinse those sins out of sight.  
 
Dan Aldridge, who’s going to win some kind of prize on top of gratitude for the sheer 
number of logs he has turned into blanks to share, showed off his 18” platter of Western 
Red Cedar, finished with 6 coats of tung oil...and he’s not finished yet! 
 
Sue Broadston stumped us to identify the wood species for her bowl reddish-orange 
burly bowl, which we slabbed from a huge, dry burl at our chain saw festivity last 
September.  Back then, we thought it was buckeye, but after “opening” the log, that 
doesn’t seem accurate.  More important, though, she dazzled us with the natural beauty 
of the wood, the graceful curves, and satiny finish.  
 
Turners don’t live by wood alone.  We got to handle Roy Holmberg’s Out of the Ashes 
salvaged redwood burl bowl with a forged copper band and floating sculptural copper 
Gingko leaves.  Roy’s bowl, uniquely combining blacksmithing and turning 
craftsmanship, was one of 18 chosen from thousands of gallery turnings submitted to 
the AAW’s national symposium...and it will be shown to the world today. 
 
 
Speaking of metal, John Wells showed 
us his natural edge walnut bowl with 
inlaid pewter.  The metal turned an 
uninvited set of cracks into glinting silver 
highlights.  We may ask John to repeat 
the pewter demo from a few years 
ago...after he gets his arm out of that 
black sling. 
 
Photo right a similar pewter inlay from 
John. 
 

 

 
 
Speaking of galleries, Wells Shoemaker’s naturally weathered high desert Utah juniper 
knuckle bowl also made it into the juried AAW collection, giving our club two finalists out 
of 18...not bad when you consider AAW has around 350 chapters.    
 
Earl Wynn and Frank Roest have been keeping their lathes busy in the San Lorenzo 
Valley, while  Dale Burdick and Jim Baker and Jim Beckett have been holding their 
own down in the flats.  We got to admire bowls they made during this rough year.   
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Mattie Guthrie and Allan Dodd, like a fair number of us, came to turning from an 
experienced base in cabinetry.  A finished cabinet takes a lot longer to create than most 
bowls, although turners need to wait months or sometimes years for roughed out green 
wood to dry.  It all evens out, and we definitely need cabinet makers to create the flat 
surfaces to support our bowls...or carpenters to build the walls to hang them.   We’re 
expecting a lot more Show and Tell of the curvy nature from you gentlemen! 
 
While we’re honoring “cousin” woodworking disciplines, thanks to Dan, Bill Hopkins, 
Craig Wargon, John Wells, and others for the heroic chain saw efforts that brought 2 
truckloads of blanks to share yesterday—Avocado, Cypress, Bay, Ash, and some oak 
and walnut.   
 

 
COVID, our upcoming August Meeting, and Beyond 

 
Speaking of discipline, our short business meeting yesterday focused upon our plans for 
meetings in the near future.  There’s no secret that the age demographic for 
woodturners tends to verge into the high risk category for COVID before vaccinations 
came into play. 
 

 
While California nudged formally into a phased re-opening 
in June, allowing our vaccinated members to meet outside 
without masks at long last, COVID is not finished with its 
many tragedies and disruptions.   
 
Your SCW board feared that the reopening might lead to a 
resurgence, particularly with the Delta variant, and the 
persistence of a non-vaccinated, small but potentially 
danger-provoking minority of Californians.  For those 
reasons, we’re not planning any open-to-the-public 
demonstrations, booths, sales, or other exposures in the 
near future. 
 
Time will tell us more. 
 

We will, however, hold our August 21 meeting, like yesterday’s, in person for our 
vaccinated members.  It’s tentative, but we’ll likely return to Sue’s for that meeting.  
More information to come...but meanwhile, think about that President’s Challenge of 
“Fruit,” and bring another one, maybe 2, Show and Tell exhibits.  We’ll be doing a demo 
this time...either outside under the tent or in a well ventilated garage with an open door. 
 
The availability of the Mission Hill shop in September is not known, but we’re busy with 
options, with Morgan Taylor assuming lead role in that quest.  Stay tuned. 
 
We also have the good news that our treasury is solid for the rest of the year (around 
$3000).  Thank you, Raf Strudley, Chancellor of the Exchequer.  
 

Go away! 
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Aromas in Wood and some Afterthoughts from a Discussion Yesterday 
 

Jim Baker shared an experience and sought some feedback yesterday on a subject we 
don’t often discuss:  aromas in wood...and more specifically enduring aromas in a 
turned bowl.  Jim loves the aroma of Bay Laurel, and he was looking for a way to 
preserve that scent in a turned bowl for a long time.  He did some rather audacious 
experiments, although boiling a pot full of leaves to make an extract generated some, 
shall we say, domestic pushback!  
 

 
Spoiler:  We can only smell something if scent molecules can vaporize from the 
source to the air for our nose to pick up and our brain to process.  If a scented 
material is sealed in a glass container...or trapped by varnish...we won’t smell it.   
 
It’s hard, if not impossible to preserve aroma in a bowl or aromatic wood which has 
been sealed with a finish.   
 
I’m going to share some thoughts, considering for 40+ years I’ve been making a 
product for which enduring aroma is a critical economic feature.  I’ll talk about smells 
in general, emphasizing the plant based ones, and bring it to a point for aromas from 
wood for us. 
 
The longer version goes into more detail. 

--WS 
 
Aromas have an immense economic impact for more products than you can count 
(perfume, coffee, teas, almost all alcoholic beverages, soaps, hygiene products, on and 
on).   Accordingly, since science often follows money, mankind has accumulated a good 
deal of technical knowledge.  Aromas also gained a lot of notoriety since the early days 
of the pandemic, since COVID can hamper or totally eliminate the sense of smell. 
 
Animals tend to be sensitive to aromas at levels humans can’t detect, which is why drug 
sniffing dogs can find marijuana in luggage when a customs officer can’t...or a yellow 
jacket can find your baloney...or a pollinating beetle can find a cactus blossom a half 
mile away.  We’ll stick to humans for this discussion. 
 
A majority of the smells that humans recognize come from plants1.  Flowers and leaves 
are prominent sources of aromas, and that’s important to the aesthetic scent industry 
and the culinary industry, too.  Think parsley, sage, rosemary, and thyme...morel 
mushrooms...jasmine flowers, and Double Delight roses.   
 
Fruits are prominent aroma generators, too, of course.  The variety there is nearly 
infinite—for fun let’s list black muscat, blackberries, black currants, and (this one’s for 
you, Jim) Pinot Noir.  There really is a difference in scent between white and orange 
peaches!  

 
1 We’ll leave animal generated smells out for sake of brevity, and also to avoid my temptation to make snarky 
comments about locker rooms.  WS 
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Wood also has a wide range of specific smells, generally less pungent than the soft 
parts of plants, and we’ll dig deeper into why that’s the case below.  We turners tend to 
get a concentrated snoot full of wood aroma as we heat it up with friction at high 
RPM’s, often when there is still moisture in the wood which vaporizes and wafts 
into the air.  We slice it into flurries of airborne ribbons, and we create drifting 
clouds of dust in the course of our duties at the lathe.  We’ll see why exposed 
surface area is important for pungency. 
 
Smell “happens” when “volatile” molecules, meaning small enough to evaporate at 
normal temperatures, enter the air.  We inhale them, and some land in the moist 
surfaces inside the roof of your nose.  There they stimulate nerve endings that carry 
incredibly specific signals to the brain.  The distinctive smells...tens if not hundreds of 
thousands of different ones...register as memories which people accumulate lifelong as 
an ever-expanding encyclopedia...with almost instant recall.  That memory can be either 
delight or disgust (blooming jasmine versus dead clams 4 days in the sun).   
 
Some aromas we associate with special experiences that we remember vividly—the 
Christmas tree under which you shared your first kiss or the Stephanotis in a white 
wedding bouquet, for example.  When you sense that smell again, it triggers a 
“download” of those pleasant memories.  Others can be “special” in another way—
rotting Brussels sprouts in the field just off Highway 1 when you had to fix a flat in the 
mud after a nasty argument with your domestic partner. 
 
Either way, the essential event for a smell is getting the molecules from the source up 
into the air.  Some of these molecules evaporate directly from a moist surface, such as 
a flower petal.  Sniff a whole bouquet, and with more surface area, there’s a stronger 
smell—more molecules in the air, more nerve endings pinged.  Crumple up a flower 
petal or a sprig of mint or a bay leaf, and you liberate scent molecules from deep in the 
vegetation.   Squeeze an orange peel and the spray carries scented molecules from 
deep in the thick skin up into the air.  Some flowers and fruits have higher 
concentrations of scent molecules, and some molecules are more volatile than others 
because of chemical traits and size. 
 
Scent-generating molecules volatilize faster in warm air than cold, like all other physical 
processes.  Frozen jasmine blossoms don’t smell.  Some of these molecules, many of 
which are biochemically known as esters, degrade quickly, meaning the molecule is 
chemically changed to one with less scent or none at all.   In that case, the smell of the 
plant material may diminish fast.  Some bouquets lose their olfactory charm with time.  
 
Even a dried rose petal or lavender frond will retain some aroma, but it’s much 
diminished compared to a fresh one because lots of those volatile molecules have long 
ago left the petal or changed chemically.  Volatilization from a dry leaf will be diminished 
compared to fresh because there’s no longer water evaporating to “puff” a few 
molecules away from a vegetable surface.    
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Ah, but humans are resourceful!  Soaking fragrant petals, leaves, fruit, or rinds in 
concentrated alcohol extracts these molecules into the fluid.  The alcohol stabilizes 
some of the biological processes that degrade esters, and alcohol also evaporates 
energetically to carry the larger scent molecules into the air.   One makes perfume by 
crushing flowers into an alcohol base, and same could be said for the botanical aromas 
of herbs in gin or absinthe.  The aromas of grapes in wine, or malt and peat in Scotch, 
or French oak in cognac...same idea, just a little subtler.  
 
Soak a pungent herbal material into oil, and some of the aromatic compounds will be 
entrained into that viscous liquid.  Oils (long chain, heavy, sometimes tangled fat 
molecules) evaporate much more slowly than alcohol (small frisky molecule), and for 
that reason, they release the scent molecules more slowly.  Scent molecules deep in 
the liquid take a lot longer to get to the surface to reach the air.  Lots of “essential oils” 
rely on this feature.  They’re more pungent (more molecules into the air) with heat 
(candle flame or warm massage oil).  Some hemp products in an oil base release a 
characteristic aroma, too, which is part of what goes on with more intense heat in 
customary use. 
 
If we put scented materials into a sealed Mason jar or a corked glass bottle, however, 
the aromatic molecules are blocked from entering the air, and we won’t smell it.  If we 
encased rose petals in varnish or lacquer spray or shellac or (yikes!) epoxy, not much 
aroma would reach us, either.  Keep that in mind. 
 

Down to the Wood! 
 
Some wood species smell great.  Sandalwood has a legendary, pleasant, unusually 
long lasting, and quite expensive fragrance.  Cedar has lined chests, closets, and sock 
drawers for centuries, but it fades with time.  I’m particularly fond of oak and cherry 
among hardwoods, and almost every conifer I turn, but those aromas also fade.. 
 
Some woods smell awful—acrid aromas of most of the tropical hardwoods, for example.  
Box Elder has a peculiar scent, which Earl Wynn stated reminded him of walking 
downwind from the dairy farms of his youth.  I’m not too fond of walnut aroma, either, 
although that might have some overlay with looking at the handkerchief after sanding. 
 
Some woods have toxic dust, and that sometimes overlaps with the peculiar smells.  
Yew is one example.  
 
Bay Laurel is a special case.  It’s known by other names—Oregon Myrtle, for 
example—but also, pointedly, “Pepperwood.”  Natural Bay Laurel oils have an aroma 
which is noticeable to almost all noses even in trace doses, which you get from simply 
sniffing a piece of the wood, and it’s pleasant to most people.  Those same smells in 
medium doses can be irritating to lots of people...and just about everybody at large 
doses.  
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Dried Bay Leaf is an essential culinary component of good stews and cassoulet, and, 
while we call that a “taste” or a “flavor,” it’s actually a smell that we usually enjoy as a 
subtle spice.   Crumple up a fresh picked leaf and take a hearty sniff, though, and you’ll 
likely have a fit of sneezing.  Use it for personal hygiene after a pause in the woods, and 
you’ll know what the song means when it talks about “the fire down below.”  
 
Aromas from pine, likewise, can go from enchanting to overpowering.  Ever ride in a cab 
where the driver had one of those gassing-off, odor-impregnated, plastic Christmas tree  
wafers dangling from the mirror?   
 
Monterey Cypress and Aromatic Cedar...same thing.  Pleasant in small doses, but way 
too heavy for many turners in the shop.  When we grind that yellow wood into millions of 
airborne particles of dust that drift for hours, the surface area releasing scent is 
exponentially greater than it was when we look at the solid surface of a blank.  That pile 
of shavings on the floor?  Think about the difference in surface area between a closed 
book and a couple hundred ripped out pages fluttering in the turbulence generated by 
your lathe.   
 

Finishing Touches 
 
If we coat a bowl with a finish which creates a seal...polyurethane, varnish, shellac, 
lacquer, or probably tung oil, that film seals the pores in the wood and creates a barrier 
to evaporation.  Scented materials can’t get out, and the thicker the layer, the less 
aroma will escape.  Epoxy probably blocks it completely. 
 
An oil finish that penetrates and hardens without polymerizing...a lot of vegetable 
oils...will retard but possibly not block aroma entirely.  More coats...less aroma.   
 
Plain mineral oil, which itself will evaporate from wood in a month or two, may block 
aromas to a lesser degree. 
 
An unfinished bowl, just like a cedar chest or closet liner, will do the best job of smelling 
enchanting.  As the “load” of aromatic materials embedded in wood declines, even an 
unfinished bowl will gradually lose its olfactory charm.  In a closet, one can lightly sand 
the cedar to expose fresh wood, make a little fragrant dust, and “refresh” the smell.  
That’s hard to do with a bowl. 
 
My best advice to Jim:  Make a beautiful bowl of Bay Laurel.  Find a living Bay Laurel 
tree with low hanging limbs and pick a baggie of those dark green, shiny leaves.  Price 
is right!  Make a sachet of fresh Bay leaves, and put that in the bowl when you give it 
away.  Send the lucky bowl owner a fresh sachet every birthday. 
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Bay Laurel Burl Bowl, once turned, 2021  WS 
 
 
That’s it for today.  Use this day to make somebody smile. 
 
 
 
 
Wells Shoemaker 
President SCW 
 
Copyright 2021 
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